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One of the best values in Pinot Noir out there is
Melville's 2013 Pinot Noir Estate and it
overdelivers in just about every vintage. Firing on
all cylinders on this occasion, with complex red
fruits, rose petal and sous bois aromas and
flavors all soaring from the glass, it's
medium-bodied, ripe and expansive, with lots of
Sta. Rita character, integrated acidity and a
clean, nicely focused finish. Mostly destemmed
(60%) and aged 11 months in neutral oak, it's a
beauty to buy by the case and enjoy over the
coming 4-5 years.
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Greg Brewer is the genius behind these brilliant
wines from the Sta. Rita Hills in California’s
Santa Barbara County. I am continually blown
away by what they are able to put in bottle, and if
you factor in price, these are no-brainer
purchases. Looking at their Chardonnays, they
release two cuvees; the stainless-ste...
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